
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Art at The 36 Group 

 
“Getting closer to Nature” – Landscape exhibition of works by contemporary artists 

 
The 36 Group have installed their first art project, a large landscape exhibition with the assistance of VEDO 
Corporate Art Consultants. On display across the conference suites, reception area and in some of the Silks’ and 
Barrister’s rooms are artworks by six artists, working in different styles, various media and who all interpret this 
wonderful subject in a unique and distinctive way.   
 
Denis Bowen 
The exhibition is led by an important figure in the development of British abstract art, Denis Bowen. His life-long 
fascination with natural phenomena such as volcanic eruptions, eclipses, galactic explosions and supernovae can be 
seen in three large canvases displayed on the ground floor. See his oil paintings “Skypass”, “Crater B”, and “Prismatic 
planet” that evoke his interest in the Apollo space programme in the 1970s. His distinctive energetic and expressive 
textural style, with dabs and splotches of colour adheres to Tachism and Gesturalism and brings a dramatic and 
exciting start to this exhibition and an introduction to a leading proponent of abstract art and avant-garde art.  
 
Christopher Hauser 
Bowen’s work contrasts beautifully with the slick and hard-edged lines of perfect symmetry and high-definition 
detail in Munich based photographer Christopher Hauser’s work. His international skylines and abstract shots of 
magnificent skyscrapers bring us up close to the glass and steel engineering and design feats of man and impressive 
vision of city planners. From a stunning black and white night time view of The Millennium Bridge in London to 
pristine abstract shots of architectural landmarks in Kuala Lumpur, Singapore and Sydney that can be found in 
conference rooms 1 and 2 to sweeping views of New York and the bay of Hong Kong in conference room 5, we 
get a glimpse of the extraordinary urban development of these great cities.  
 
Richard Wincer 
In rooms 4 and 6 on the first floor, we have several beautiful, serene abstract paintings by artist Richard Wincer. 
Wincer’s passion for the English landscape and coastline is stripped back to its essence with his palette knife strokes 
of green and blue hues, that are powerful and reflective. The artistic process of peeling back the layers of paint to 
reveal the right tones and structural balance in the landscape, is a process that takes time and patience. His earlier 
abstract work was more figurative ( as can be seen in the paintings in conference room 4) as he displays a ship almost 
consumed by a rough sea, a church marooned on an island, revealing a deeper interest in past times and declining 
local industries, such as local fishing communities, a subject he has returned to in his most recent work to date, (see 
his highly acclaimed sculptural work at the old Rochdale Magistrates’ Court).  
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Gwen Joy Royston 
In contrast to the peaceful spiritualism in Wincer’s work are the vibrant canvases by Gwen Joy Royston, that can be 
found across the hall on the first floor in the Silks’ room and up on the third floor in the building. Royston studied 
at Chelsea College of Arts, under the late great abstract artist Albert Irvin. His influence is undeniable, with her 
strikingly colourful, bold and expressive brushstroke technique that stretches across the canvasses. Two works by 
Albert Irvin have been generously loaned to Chambers by a private collector and are displayed on the landing 
between the first and second floor (they form part of a private collection also curated and installed by VEDO.)  
Royston, a British artist who now lives in the Pyrenees in France, displays works in acrylics, ink, oil and a giclee 
print. Her work is energetic, hot and dramatic (reminiscent of the energy found in Bowen’s work) and brings to 
mind the colour and vibrancy of the landscape in the French Riviera. You are transported to the Mediterranean 
where a warm glow of gold bounces off the sea, where fragrant orange trees and bougainvillea burst with colour 
against the gleaming white marble clad monuments and squares in Monaco, see In the “Heat of the Night” and “All 
that glitters”.  
 
Mick Dean 
Royston’s vibrant expressionist style can be contrasted with three realistic figurative oil paintings by artist Mick Dean 
of some of London’s most unusual and unexpected views. See the two dilapidated barges in a murky canal in “Off 
Deptford Creek” and a rotting pier framing the fading glory of Battersea power station “Old Battersea”. Dean’s 
photographer trained eye (having been a successful commercial photographer for many years) homes in on the 
disintegration and atrophy of great structures in London’s city. However, Dean finds and uniquely displays 
exceptional beauty and charm within these details; a beauty in decay and nature’s corrosive impact on once respected 
structures such as the wharfs and piers along the Thames, as our urban city develops, in some parts, beyond all 
recognition. To see his work please visit room 17 on the Second Floor. 
 
Jacques Godard 
We turn back to the South east of France, Roquefort-les-Pins, for extraordinary photographic work by a Frenchman 
in his 70s, Jacques Godard. One can see a progression of this photographic artist’s career through his depiction of 
landscape in the artworks displayed in the small break out room of the arbitration suite. Here we see two figurative 
shots of a dry almost desert like rolling landscape scorched by the heat, peppered with tufts of bracken. We turn to 
an evolution in style, with his pioneering technique called pixoplasty that has led to some of his best work yet, 
developed in his series called “Genesis”. Again, Godard has photographed the landscape but has manipulated the 
pixels like he is using clay, deconstructing and reconstructing the pixels and has created images that look like abstract 
expressionist paintings. The series of small A5 prints on paper look completely different when compared to larger 
versions of this motif, see the “Bacchanales” Triptych printed on canvas, displayed on the Third Floor.      
 
Works for sale 
The artists in this show are emerging and established artists and their works are for sale. Most of the 47 artworks on 
display are in the affordable art price bracket and are from £390 for prints up to £5,000 for large oil paintings. 
 
If you are interested in buying any of the artworks, please do not hesitate to ask for a price list at reception and 
contact Karina Phillips on 07940 525 055. 


